KS2 Home Learning Project
Week 4: We are Heroes
This week we will be completing activities around ‘We are Heroes’. You are the
heroes this week.
Activity 1
Activity 1-Can you create a miniature town or city
made from Lego that you as a hero would live in?
Try to think about the city you live in now. What
could you include from there.
Extension- Discuss why you have created your
city like this. You can use the images below to
give your ideas.

Note to parents: This geography activity is based
on developing the ideas of what we might find in
towns or cities. You could encourage your child
to look at the photos below and recognise some
common aspects of a city. You can discuss with
them why they have created their city this way
and does it look like ones in the pictures below.

Activity 2
Activity 2- Over the recent weeks, you have
looked at logos and calling signs for
‘community heroes and medical heroes. It is
now you time to create your own Hero calling
logo and sign. You must design a road sign
which shows your Hero identify. You can look
at the worksheet for ideas.

Extension: Can you write a sentence why you
might be a hero, what superhero powers
would you have?

Note to parents: This geography task is
based on recognising road signs and logos
that they may see when they are out and
about in the community. Signs and logos Can
explain what their job role entails and explain
why they are an important part of society.

Activity 3
Activity 3- Can you Create a Passport for your own Hero identity? Design a pocket-sized
passport for your hero identity. Try to include name, place of birth, date of birth, date issued and
interests and what superhero power you may have, then a signature to finish.

Extension: Fill your passport in with places you have visited, this can be local or abroad. Try to
include where you went, what the weather was like and most importantly did you enjoy visiting
that place. Try and draw a picture of where you visited.

For a printable passport please follow the link https://www.makeandtakes.com/wpcontent/uploads/Mini-Passport-Book-Template.pdf
Note to parents: This geography task is based on creating their own miniature hero identity
through a passport. This will encourage students to ask questions and discuss places they have
visited.

